Thank you to Sarah and Jennifer and Sault College for use of the Willow Teaching
Restaurant for this event!
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It’s better for everyone’s bottom line When we shop for local foods, we get the
satisfaction of knowing that we are contributing to our local communities and economies.
For example, research out of Brock University suggests $3 billion would be added to the
local economy if all 5 million Ontarians spent $10 of their grocery budget on local foods
each week.
It supports the future of farming The stronger our local farmer gets, the more we ensure
local goods can be grown and raised for generations to come.
It promotes biodiversity Our demand for local food creates greater variety. Farmers who
run community-supported agriculture programs, sell at farmers’ markets and provide for
local restaurants have the support they need to raise more types of produce and livestock
than multinational commercial enterprises looking to squeeze every dollar out of one type
of crop. Farmers are stewards of the land – keeping it healthy for growing is in their best
interest for their business and the environment.

It empowers consumers Shopping locally gives us a chance to engage with our growers
directly. We get to learn something new about our food, including when the freshest
produce is in-season. And we are reassured when we ask growers directly about
sustainable production, we can ask whether pesticides are used, or how animals are raised
and what their feed is.
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It tastes better! Finally, local foods taste better because they are in-season, recently
harvested and didn’t have to travel far to get to our plates.
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Increased local production to offset the 10% reduction in imports of fruits and vegetables
could result in additional 242.5 million in provincial GDP and an associated 3,400 FTE jobs.
Food sovereignty is important!
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In the next census – the number of acres will show a further increase, while in other parts
of Ontario, the number of acres have been decreasing.

www.buyalgoma.ca web site is being refreshed and revamped right now.
New Local food directory will be out soon
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This section if for farmers/producers

First - Local restaurants/chefs and food buyers place a
premium on taste – fresh food does taste better. Chefs can be
highly creative with products so they can accommodate
shifting availability and utilize a large variety of items. Most
important thing to remember is that chefs entered their
business because they love food; many will welcome a closer
tie with those producing this food.
Know the restaurant/food service – There are a wide range of chefs,
restaurants and food service operations in SSM and Algoma. Some are small and prefer to
purchase smaller quantities and unique items, others have large dining rooms and require a
regular supply of staples. One thing to ask yourself – do you have the right personality to
work with chefs? Chefs are notoriously temperamental…they work in a high-stress
business and are trying to succeed with a very fickle public. If you are easy going and
conscientious and have time to give customer service – you’re a good match!
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Do your own market research – go to their web site or visit the restaurant and have a meal.
Look at the menu and see if your products can add value and enhance the menu. Take
samples to the chef or invite the chef to your farm and show them what you can offer.
Know the Chef – Every chef has their own preferred method of ordering. Some like to use
email, others use the phone or even text message. Discuss with the chef their preferred
ordering method and schedule. Ask the chef how they want their order received. i.e. if they
want the produce washed, or if a little dirt is ok. Do they like orders packed in certain size or
type of box? Chefs have various preferences, so having this discussion will help to meet their
needs.
Know what types of products the chef likes to use. With an understanding of the chef’s
preferences, you will be better able to recommend new products as they come into season
or substitute for products that are no longer in season.
Size – how big is a bunch of parsley? What is the difference between a small potato and a
large potato? You should be sure that your idea of size matches what a chef’s recipe calls for.
Be committed and consistent – commitment to the restaurant and consistency is critical for
building a relationship with a chef or restaurant. Communicate reliably. Call or email to take
orders at a regular, agreed upon time each week. Set up a delivery time that also works for
both you and the restaurant and deliver at that time each week.
Once a relationship has been established, always do your best to fulfill your obligation even if
it means supplementing your order with products from another farm. If you cannot fulfil an
order, let the restaurant know asap, so they can make other arrangements. Chefs don’t like
surprises!
Know your products – as a farmer, of course you know your products…however, it’s
important to know how to communicate this information to chefs. i.e. be prepared to
describe to chefs the particular qualities of an item at a certain time of year (i.e. – is the
arugula mild or peppery, unique qualities of your meat product for best cooking methods) Or
if a product runs out, being able to suggest a substitute of a similar product. It is also
important to communicate when products are coming into season or slowing down. Doing
so will give chefs time to adjust their menus.
** other potential purchasers are small scale food processors – they are like chefs and want
to buy local – but will take large quantities at times of bounty i.e. blueberries in August to
make jam. Tomatoes to make sauce etc.
Extend your season – Farm production is usually slower in the winter, depending on the
product, but so is the restaurant business. Restaurants, however, most don’t close for the
entire winter. If you are able to continue supplying them year-round, then they are less likely
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to go elsewhere to find another supplier.
Of course, farmers need breaks too. So if you do take time off in the winter, make sure you
let your chefs know when and for how long you are taking a break and give the restaurant 23 weeks notice before you start up again.
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Work with more than one restaurant/food buyer - Because the restaurant business is
variable – it is risky to work with just one to purchase all of your products. Diversity is the
most resilient marketing strategy. Having more than one restaurant or outlet to sell to is an
important way of maintaining profitability.
Discuss price/invoicing – It is important to be positive when discussing pricing with
restaurants. Show them how working with your products can help them to promote their
image and even garner a higher price for some of their dishes. Customers value the story
behind their food and they often will pay more if they know the ingredients came from a
local farm.
Prior to delivery, discuss how payment will be arranged. Some restaurants will pay cash or
cheque on delivery, while others prefer to establish accounts and make monthly payments.
If you can accept credit cards, let them know.
Make it worth your time – Some farmers don’t want to work with restaurants because
they think chefs only order small quantities and some farmers feel that harvesting small
orders is not a good use of their time. Make it worth your time by setting minimum orders
(i.e. orders must be at least worth $100) If you’re selling to more than one restaurant,
organize harvests and then deliveries to all your restaurant customers on the same days.
Some restaurants can save money by purchasing products that you can’t sell for full price in
any market. i.e. produce seconds make great soup stock, sauces, salsa etc. Chef’s may also
buy whole, half or quarter carcasses of meat if they have storage capacity and room/skills
to butcher it. This route can save money and also ensure that he/she gets exactly the cut
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they want.
Building a relationship - Most people know that it is important to build a great relationship
between farmers and purchasers. The chefs I have worked with very much value their
relationships with growers and are very proud of that. In spite of being busy, most
purchasers tend to prefer face-to-face meetings where personal relationships can be formed.
Come prepared to your first face-to-face meeting. Build knowledge of the business’ values
and marketing strategies through background research. Understand how your products fits
within the business goals and plan how your product based on the values it offers, rather
than the price point. Bring samples to your meeting with purchasers. Taste is a big selling
feature for local products and purchasers expect to be able to hold and taste your products.
Come prepared with questions for the purchaser as well as potential answers to their
questions. After relationships are formed, it takes effort to maintain them.
Tips:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Strive for consistency in communication, delivery and invoicing
Be reliable on product quality
Keep the buyer current on your product availability, production level and practice
Ask questions – show an interest in their business
Keep the relationship friendly and personal
Call back to check on all levels of satisfaction.
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For Chefs and Food buyers
Know the farm season – while some products like eggs, dairy and meat are available yearround – for produce it’s important to adapt with the farm season. Know when crops are in
season and share this information with your customers. Feature seasonal crops in times of
bounty. Farms operate under the constraints of nature and time, which requires flexibility
on the part of restaurants/food service when it comes to product availability and quantity.
Have an adaptable menu – With today’s national and international food distribution chains
– There is disconnection between consumers and the natural availability of food within
their region. If something isn’t ripe in Ontario, it will be in California, China, or Mexico.
This system has changed how and what people eat. However, at the same time, shipping
food from half way across the globe…tastes like it’s been shipped half way across the globe.
Having a special menu or portion of the menu that changes with the season, allows you to
work with farmers for longer periods of time. An appreciation of a season’s tastes and an
effort to connect menus with these different flavours can lead to a more satisfying food
experience.
Talk to the farmer – Get to know the farmer and their products. Communicate what
products you’re interested in. Identifying how often and how much you would like to
purchase, will allow the farmer to plan their production and harvest schedules to meet
your needs. Try committing to buying from a farmer on a regular basis. The more
consistent you are at placing orders, the more likely the farmers will be able to fill your
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order. Share your feedback with the farmer. Let them know if a product was not exactly what
you were looking for, because they may be able to suggest a different item or variety.
Work with farm harvest/livestock schedules – ordering directly from a farmer is different
than ordering from a large distributor. Farmers don’t typically have a warehouse fill of
inventory. In the case of fruit and vegetables, farmers need time to harvest, wash and pack
orders on a schedule that fits with their other production work. In the case of
meat/proteins, the farmer needs time to schedule their animals for slaughter with an
abattoir and have their products butchered and packaged. It is generally unrealistic to expect
a one-day turn-around time after an order is placed, so rather than strive for speed of
delivery, strive for consistency. Set-up an order and delivery or pick-up schedule that works
for both you and the farmer.
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Make it worth the farmers time – Some farmers require a minimum order to delivery.
Keep in mind that ordering only very small quantities from a farmer might not be a good
use of a farmer’s harvest time. If you are only able to order small quantities, then consider
picking up your order at the farm or farmers’ market, so the farmer can incorporate your
order into a larger harvest for another market or sale. If they offer a CSA – buy 2-3 shares
so you can get your order throughout the growing season.
Work with multiple farmers – it may be difficult for one farmer to provide all the
ingredients you would like, so working with more than one farm may be necessary to
supply your restaurant/food service regularly with a range of products. If a farm has a crop
failure or shortage, you might be able to substitute with product from another farm.
Pay a fair price – Sometimes local food is more expensive than imported food on offer from
the big distributors. But local food is fresher and usually higher quality. i.e. greens picked
the day of or day before will last longer than greens from California already several days old
by the time it reaches your business. Longer lasting, means less waste.
Imported food is less expensive primarily due to a high subsidized farm industry in the U.S.
and very low labour costs in other Countries. Ontario farmers are competing worldwide.
Ontario farmers have much higher costs than most foreign farmers and do not operate on
a global level playing field. Keep in mind that although local food may be higher cost,
many customers are willing to pay a higher price. Communicating to your customers that
the food comes from a local farm they are usually willing to pay more.
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Share the food’s story – more and more consumers want to know where their food comes
from. They want to see better labelling of local food in grocery stores and on restaurant
menus. My simply adding detailed descriptions to menus or signs about where the food
comes from, you add value to the product. By acknowledging the farmer in your marketing
you both address consumer demand to know where the food is coming from and farmers
desire to connect with the customer. Sharing the story of where local food is coming from
helps connect consumers with their local food system. In making this connection, there is
more support for local farmers and in turn, more farming and local food.
Making the shift – If you’re used to purchasing from a large distributor, making the shift to
work with local farms can seem overwhelming. It does require change in how you do
business… start small, work with just one or two farms. Get used to their products, how they
come, and how you process them. Starting small allows you to make adjustments and get
the kinks ironed out, then work up to more farms and products.
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Some examples:

School Food Action Coalition: Peel District School Board, Compass Group Canada
(Chartwells), Peel Public Health and EcoSource
•
Achieved designation as the first school board in Canada to implement a
local food buying policy for secondary school
•
Educated students about benefits of Ontario food by inviting farmers’ to visit
schools
•
Hosted a culinary competition for students with the winning recipe used by
Peel District School Board
•
Created material with Compass Group Canada to identify locally sourced
menu items at 200 schools
Nutrition Group at St. Joseph’s Health System, Group Purchasing Organization and My
Sustainable Canada
•
Sourced Ontario food for St. Joseph’s Health System, Group Purchasing
Organization’s 28 health care facilities by including local food language in their Requests
for Proposals
•
Led to a 15 per cent increase in local food purchased, representing
$670,000 in sales
•
Created a guide to conducting origin of food audits with other health care
facilities
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Gordon Food Service Ontario GFS
•
Recognized as one of the largest broad line distributors in Canada, GFS
assigned a team to implement a local food strategy
•
Produced over 800 local products, all suitable for large institutions
•
Expanded the availability of local products resulting in a 10 per cent sales
boost in one year
•
Established relationships with local farmers to help them adopt food safety
practices and meet the packaging expectations of public institutions
Don’s Produce
•
Provided local produce to eight hospitals, 22 long-term care facilities, 17
universities and schools and five child care centres across southwestern Ontario
•
Developed a program to help chefs and foodservice buyers increase their
purchase of local produce and monitor quarterly progress
•
Provided a seasonal availability chart to help chefs and foodservice managers
efficiently plan their menus to incorporate local produce
University of Guelph, Hospitality Services (Mark Kenny)
•
Created a department-wide Sustainability Plan to support local farmers and
educate consumers on and off campus about the benefits of buying local
•
Supported the local economy and the 75 farmers who sell at the Elmira
Auction Co-operative by purchasing products for the University of Guelph
•
Succeeded in elevating local produce purchases to 45 per cent
•
Identified processing and preserving methods to ensure local stays on the
menu beyond harvest
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Establish your own local food procurement policy for
your food business – keep it manageable and
measurable. i.e. 10% in first year, 15% in second year and
so on.

When folks say they buy local “whenever possible” – I
always come back with – “it’s always possible to buy
local”…no matter what the season is, you can make the
decision to buy local food and drink all year-round.
Whether it’s fresh produce, Dairy, meats, preserves,
frozen, maple syrup, honey, Ontario craft beer and
Ontario wines….we can and should be supporting our
local economies and celebrate and showcase what the
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region has to offer.

Who is interested in a farm tour in the summer? Offering
their farm for a tour, participating in taking the tour?
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